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SUMMARY

Memory enables flexible use of past experience to
inform new behaviors. Although leading theories
hypothesize that this fundamental flexibility results
from the formation of integrated memory networks
relating multiple experiences, the neural mecha-
nisms that support memory integration are not well
understood. Here, we demonstrate that retrieval-
mediated learning, whereby prior event details are
reinstated during encoding of related experiences,
supports participants’ ability to infer relationships
between distinct events that share content. Further-
more, we show that activation changes in a func-
tionally coupled hippocampal and ventral medial
prefrontal cortical circuit track the formation of
integrated memories and successful inferential
memory performance. These findings characterize
the respective roles of these regions in retrieval-
mediated learning processes that support relational
memory network formation and inferential memory
in the human brain. More broadly, these data reveal
fundamental mechanisms through which memory
representations are constructed into prospectively
useful formats.

INTRODUCTION

We often reflect on our past to understand current experience or

predict future events. In this way, the function of memory is not

merely retrospective, but rather ‘‘intrinsically prospective’’ (Klein

et al., 2002), aimed at constructing memory representations that

can be used to successfully negotiate future judgments and

actions (Buckner, 2010; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Tolman,

1948). From this perspective, memories do not simply consist

of individual records of directly experienced events, but also

include representations built by relating information acquired

across multiple discrete episodes. The derived representations

contained within networks of related memories would facilitate
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extraction of new knowledge that extends beyond direct experi-

ence to anticipate future inferential judgments about the relation-

ships between experiences (Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993;

Eichenbaum, 1999). The flexibility to combine memories in novel

ways to infer new information is essential to behavior in an

ever-changing environment; however, the neural mechanisms

that underlie this constructive nature of memory are not well

understood.

One potential mechanism enabling the formation of integrated

networks of related memories is retrieval-mediated learning

(Hall, 1996; Holland, 1981). Through retrieval-mediated learning,

it has been hypothesized that individual experiences are en-

coded not only in the context of externally available information,

but also in the context of internally generated memory represen-

tations of prior related events. By reactivating the details of

prior experiences during learning, existing memories can be

updated with new information to be readily applicable in novel

situations.

Recent evidence indicates that hippocampus and medial

prefrontal cortex (MPFC)—in particular, ventromedial prefrontal

cortex (VMPFC)—both play important roles in updating existing

memories through retrieval-mediated learning (Tse et al., 2007,

2011). Rats can rapidly learn new associations in a single trial

when novel information can be integrated into a well-established

memory framework (a schema), but require weeks of training

when a schema (in this case, a familiar spatial layout) is not

available. This facilitation of associative learning is accompanied

by an upregulation of immediate early genes in MPFC and is

abolished after pharmacological inactivation of hippocampus

or MPFC, providing evidence for hippocampal-MPFC involve-

ment during retrieval-mediated learning.

In these studies, retrieval-mediated facilitation of new learn-

ing depends on the existence of a well-established associative

memory network prior to new encoding. However, it remains

unknown how these associative memory networks are formed

initially, and whether this initial formation also relies on

retrieval-mediated learning processes supported by hippo-

campal-MPFC interactions. Both animal (Siapas et al., 2005)

and human (Ranganath et al., 2005) data indicate that hippo-

campus and VMPFC are functionally coupled during novel

experiences. In humans, such coupling is predictive of subse-

quent memory (Ranganath et al., 2005), providing evidence
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that these regions support memory formation. Moreover,

hippocampal-VMPFC connectivity is increased when encoding

requires formation of a new schema relative to conditions

when schemas are pre-established (van Kesteren et al., 2010).

Finally, hippocampus and VMPFC activation track reactivation

of the reward context of prior overlapping events during new

encoding (Kuhl et al., 2010), indicating retrieval of prior related

memories. Collectively, these findings provide evidence that

hippocampus and VMPFC may support the initial formation of

relational memory networks via retrieval-mediated learning, but

several central questions remain.

First, while lesion work has documented critical roles for

both hippocampus and VMPFC in inferential use of associative

memories (for a review, see Zeithamova et al., 2012), the

precise mechanism through which these regions contribute to

flexible memory expression is unknown. In rodents, blocking

hippocampal synaptic plasticity during an event that overlaps

with a previous experience prevents the transfer of new knowl-

edge to the previous context (Iordanova et al., 2011), suggest-

ing that hippocampus supports generalization across contexts

by reactivating prior experience. Converging human neuro-

imaging research has observed activation in hippocampus

and surrounding medial temporal lobe (MTL) cortex during

encoding of overlapping events that predicts subsequent infer-

ence (Greene et al., 2006; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Zeitha-

mova and Preston, 2010). While these findings are commonly

interpreted as indicating hippocampal-mediated retrieval of

prior memories during encoding of overlapping information,

they can also be explained by stronger encoding of individual

associations that is reflected in increased hippocampal en-

gagement. Thus, more direct evidence is necessary to deter-

mine whether retrieval-mediated memory integration supports

inference.

Even fewer studies to date have examined how VMPFC en-

coding processes in particular support the inferential use of

memory. Human neuroimaging research provides some initial

evidence that VMPFC supports the application of knowledge

acquired across multiple learning experiences during inferential

test trials (Kumaran et al., 2009; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010).

However, whether VMPFC also supports inferential memory

performance via retrieval-mediated encoding processes is yet

to be determined.

Finally, retrieval-mediated learning is hypothesized to consist

of a two-stage process that involves (1) reactivation of existing

memories cued by overlapping event content and (2) a binding

mechanism that encodes the relationships among current

events and past experience. Because existing studies on infer-

ence did not empirically isolate a critical signature of memory

reactivation during new learning, it is difficult to identify the

specific mechanism—reactivation or binding—through which

hippocampus and VMPFC contribute to retrieval-mediated

learning. Here, we implement a paradigm that enables obser-

vation of online reactivation of content-specific memories in

the human brain during encoding of related events. Isolating

memory reactivation and binding processes that support

memory integration will enable a more detailed characteriza-

tion of the neural mechanisms that underlie retrieval-mediated

learning. Moreover, by quantitatively indexing reactivation
during encoding, the present study provides a means of linking

retrieval-mediated learning processes to future inference

success.

Specifically, we utilized a modified version of the associative

inference task (Preston et al., 2004; Zeithamova and Preston,

2010) in combination with multivoxel pattern analysis (MVPA)

(Norman et al., 2006; Polyn et al., 2005) to investigate the

neural mechanisms of retrieval-mediated learning and its

relationship to flexible inference about related events. The

task consisted of two phases: associative encoding during

block-design functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)

and an inferential recognition memory test after scanning.

Images of objects and outdoor scenes were organized into

groups of three (triads) and presented to participants as over-

lapping associations of image pairs (AB, BC, e.g., zucchini-

pail, pail-truck, Figure 1A). The first presented image pair

from each triad consisted of stimuli of the same content

class: two objects or two scenes. Images in the second pair

were either of the same content class (e.g., two objects) or of

mixed content (i.e., one object and one scene). Both image

pairs from a given triad were presented three times each in

an interleaved manner (Figure 1B). After scanning, participants

were tested using a two-alternative forced choice paradigm

that included directly learned association trials (AB, BC) as

well as inference trials that tested knowledge of the relation-

ship between two discrete episodes (AC, e.g., zucchini-truck,

Figure 1C).

The organization of triad types enabled us to measure reacti-

vation of related, but unseen, stimulus content in the absence

of an explicit behavioral response by comparing encoding trials

for which the presented information was of the same content

class (e.g., two objects), but previously associated information

was of a different content class (i.e., object or scene, Figure 2).

We hypothesized that reactivation of related content during

overlapping events would be reflected in content-sensitive

regions within the ventral temporal cortex, with the degree of re-

activation predicting performance on the inferential judgments.

We also examined how activation in VMPFC, hippocampus,

and surrounding MTL cortices relates to the magnitude of

reactivation and successful binding of overlapping experiences.

By isolating signatures of memory reactivation and integration

during encoding, the current study provides important insights

into the specific neural mechanisms that underlie the online

formation of relational memory networks via retrieval-mediated

learning.

RESULTS

Behavioral Performance
Participants successfully recognized directly learned associa-

tions (mean = 91.8% correct, SD = 5.8; t(25) = 36.8, p < 0.001).

Performance on the novel inference test trials was also

significantly above chance (t(25) = 19.2, p < 0.001), averaging

82.3% correct (SD = 8.6). Large individual differences in infer-

ence performance were observed (range, 66%–98%), enabling

examination of the relationship between reactivation of con-

tent-specific prior events and subsequent flexible memory

performance.
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Figure 1. Experimental Design

(A) Color photographs of object (O) and scene (S)

stimuli were organized into groups of three stimuli

(triads) presented as two overlapping associations

(AB, e.g., ‘‘zucchini-pail,’’ and BC, e.g., ‘‘pail-

truck’’). Triads consisted of one of four types: three

objects (OOO), two objects and a scene (OOS),

three scenes (SSS), and two scenes and an

object (SSO).

(B) Participants learned the overlapping associa-

tions from each triad during blocked-design en-

coding runs (see Experimental Procedures). The

AB and BC associations of all triad types were

repeated three times within a functional run in an

interleaved manner (AB, BC, AB, BC, AB, BC).

(C) After each encoding run, participants were

tested on directly learned associations (AB, BC) as

well as inferential relationships (AC), using a two-

alternative forced-choice judgment.

See also Figure S1.
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Reactivation of Prior Experience during Encoding
Predicts Subsequent Flexible Use of Memory
To test our hypothesis that prior related memories are reinstated

during encoding and bound to current experience, we first

trained an MVPA classifier to differentiate distributed patterns

of neocortical activation associated with object and scene pro-

cessing in an independent encoding localizer task (Figure S1A)

and validated its ability to detect reactivation of unseen stimulus

content in a guided recall task (Figures S1B and S1C). The

trained classifier was then applied to data from the associative

inference task to obtain indices of object and scene activation

across AB repetitions for each encoding condition. Specifically,

we compared the difference in classifier output for AB associa-

tions where the presented class of content was the same (e.g.,

two objects), but the content class of the third, unseen triad

member (i.e., C) differed and was either an object or a scene

(Figure 2).

In the present study, the first AB presentation represents a

novel experience comprised of two unfamiliar elements (two

objects or two scenes; Figure 1A). The pattern of brain activa-

tion during the initial AB presentation is expected to reflect

the content of the present experience, regardless of the nature

of the third—not yet studied—triad member. Consequently,

classifier outputs for the first AB repetition would not be pre-

dicted to differ for AB associations of the same content class
170 Neuron 75, 168–179, July 12, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
(e.g., OOO versus OOS, Figure 2A).

However, subsequent presentations of

AB associations are interleaved with

overlapping BC associations (Figure 1B).

Based on our hypothesis, the second

and third presentations of an AB associ-

ation would lead to the reactivation of

the third, unseen triad member (i.e., C)

to promote the formation of an integrated

network of related memories (i.e., A-B-C).

Classifier outputs would thus be ex-

pected to reflect not only the content
class of presented information, but also the content of unseen,

reactivated events.

While such reactivation of related event content is expected

to occur during AB repetitions for all triad types, the current

experimental design enables a direct comparison of conditions

in which presented content is the same but the nature of the

reactivated content differs (Figures 2B and 2C). Classifier

outputs for the second and third repetitions would be expected

to differ across these conditions, providing an estimate of the

degree of reactivation of related event content. Two measures

of reactivation were obtained: (1) a scene reactivation estimate

that compared the difference in classifier outputs for each

AB repetition of OOO and OOS triads (Figure 3A), and (2) an

object reactivation estimate that compared the difference in

classifier output for each AB repetition of SSS and SSO triads

(Figure 3B).

Consistent with our predictions, classifier output for the initial

AB presentation did not differ between AB associations of the

same content class (scene classifier output for OOO and OOS

triads t(25) = 0.07, p = 0.94, Figure 3A; object classifier output

for SSS and SSO triads t(25) = 0.17, p = 0.87, Figure 3B). We

did, however, observe differences in classifier output between

triad types on the second and third AB presentations. Scene

classifier output was significantly greater for AB associations

from OOS triads relative to OOO triads on the second



Figure 2. Multivoxel Pattern Analysis

Strategy

MVPA classifiers trained to differentiate brain

patterns associated with object and scene pro-

cessing (see Experimental Procedures) indexed

content-specific activation during each encoding

condition of the associative inference task.

Classifier outputs were compared across AB

repetitions when presented information was

from the same content class (e.g., two objects

for OOO and OOS triads), but the content class

of the third, unseen triad member differed

(object versus scene). AB Repetition 1. On the

first AB repetition, classifier output is predicted

to reflect the content of presented information

and not differ for associations comprised of the

same content class. AB Repetition 2 and 3. On

the second and third AB repetitions, classifier

output is predicted to reflect not only presented

content, but also reactivated, overlapping BC

associations. In this example, two objects are

presented, but scene classifier output is pre-

dicted to be greater for OOS triads relative to

OOO triads, reflecting the reactivation of the

associated scene for OOS triads (e.g., ‘‘lake

scene’’), but a third object for OOO triads (e.g.,

‘‘truck’’). The difference in scene classifier outputs across AB repetitions of these triad types (OOO versus OOS) serves as a critical reactivation measure.

A similar analysis (not depicted) compared classifier output across AB repetitions for SSS and SSO triads.
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(t(25) = 2.22, p = 0.04) and third (t(25) = 2.56, p = 0.02) AB repe-

titions (Figure 3A). Object classifier output was also significantly

greater for AB associations from SSO relative to SSS triads on

the second (t(25) = 3.51, p = 0.002) and third (t(25) = 2.44, p =

0.02) AB repetitions (Figure 3B).

Importantly, comparing the classifier outputs across two

classes of triads (i.e., OOO versus OOS and SSS versus SSO)

controls for confounding effects of novelty that are unrelated to

memory reactivation, as the number of repetitions of individual

items and associations are matched across conditions (see

Figures S2A and S2B). Moreover, the increases in classifier

output reflecting unseen, related content were not a by-product

of the forced-choice nature of the two-way MVPA classifier, as

the same pattern of results was observed when we employed

an alternate three-way classification procedure (Figures S2C

and SD). Finally, differences in difficulty did not drive differential

classifier output when comparing within-content (OOO, SSS)

and cross-content (OOS, SSO) conditions, as inferential perfor-

mance was similar across the conditions (mean for within-

content = 82% correct ± 2%; mean for cross-content = 83% ±

2%; t(25) = 0.58, p = 0.57).

The preceding findings demonstrate reactivation of prior

related experience during overlapping event encoding, providing

direct evidence for the first essential component of retrieval-

mediated learning. However, to be behaviorally relevant, the

reactivated memories must also be bound to the current

experience. If such binding is occurring, the degree to which

prior memories are reactivated during encoding should predict

subsequent performance on AC judgments. We computed the

change in MVPA classifier output for the unseen stimulus across

repetitions (last-first AB presentation) for each condition, and

then pooled the scene (DOOS–DOOO) and object reactivation
estimates (DSSO–DSSS) to obtain a reactivation index for

each participant. Consistent with our prediction, the reactivation

index was positively correlated with AC performance across

subjects (r = 0.46, p = 0.02, Figure 3C), with greater reactivation

reflecting superior inference performance.

Changes in Anterior Medial Temporal Lobe Cortex
Activation Are Related to Reactivation of Prior
Experience
Given prior evidence linking MTL processing to memory

reactivation, we further assessed how MTL regions tracked

reactivation of prior memories during encoding of overlapping

events. The anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) defined on

individual participant brains included bilateral hippocampus,

parahippocampal cortex, and anterior MTL cortex (inclusive of

perirhinal and entorhinal cortices). For each region, we extracted

learning-related decreases thought to reflect successful binding

(Johnson et al., 2008; Köhler et al., 2005) by comparing activa-

tion during the first presentation of AB and BC associations

with activation during the last presentation of AB and BC associ-

ations. We then correlated these learning-related decreases

in MTL regions with reactivation in ventral temporal cortex,

observing a positive relationship between the reactivation index

and activation decreases in anterior MTL cortex (r = 0.54, p =

0.004, Figure 4; p < 0.05 Bonferroni corrected). This correlation

was present even when anterior MTL cortex voxels were

excluded from the MVPA classification procedure used to index

reactivation (Figure S3).

To further assess whether the relationship between encoding

activation and reactivation was unique to anterior MTL cortex,

we performed the same set of analyses for our a priori VMPFC

ROI and 11 additional anatomical regions in frontal, parietal,
Neuron 75, 168–179, July 12, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 171



Figure 3. Reactivation of Prior Event Content during Encoding of

Related Associations

(A) Difference in scene classifier output across repetitions of AB associations

for OOS relative to OOO triads.

(B) Difference in object classifier output across repetition of AB associations

for SSO relative to SSS triads. For both (a) and (b), error bars denote standard

error of the mean; asterisk denotes significant difference between compared

classifier outputs at p < 0.05. See also Figure S2.

(C) Across-subject correlation between reactivation index (collapsed across

object and scene reactivation measures) and inference (AC) performance.

Greater reactivation index was associated with superior AC accuracy.
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and temporal cortices that have been previously implicated in

episodic memory processing (see Supplemental Experimental

Procedures). The anterior MTL cortex was the only region

that showed a significant relationship between changes in en-

coding activation and the reactivation index (all other r < 0.33,

p > 0.10).
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Encoding Activity in Hippocampus and Ventromedial
Prefrontal Cortex Correlates with Inference
Performance
To test whether MTL regions and VMPFC are involved in binding

reactivated memories with current event content, we correlated

learning-related activation changes in VMPFC and each MTL

subregion with inference performance. Two regions showed

significant correlation with AC performance: hippocampus and

VMPFC. In hippocampus, we observed a positive correlation

between learning-related activation decreases and AC perfor-

mance (r = 0.51, p = 0.008, Figure 5A; p < 0.05 Bonferroni cor-

rected). The VMPFC encoding activation showed the opposite

pattern relative to hippocampus; specifically, learning-related

increases in VMPFC activation were positively correlated with

AC performance (r = 0.38, p = 0.05, Figure 5B).

In this task, memory for individual premise associations is

an important factor for inference performance (correlation

between directly learned and AC performance r = 0.76, p <

0.001). The observed relationship between hippocampal and

VMPFC activation and inference performance could thus either

reflect binding of individual associations or additional encoding

processes specific to integration. To determine whether hippo-

campus and VMPFC contribute to inference above and beyond

encoding of individual associations, we performed a partial

correlation analysis that took into account performance on the

trained premise pairs. The relationship between increases in

VMPFC activation and subsequent inference performance

was present even when equating for differences in memory for

directly learned associations (partial r = 0.53, p = 0.007; p <

0.05 Bonferroni corrected). The relationship between hippo-

campal activation decreases and inference performance was

only significant in right hippocampus when accounting for

performance on directly learned associations (bilateral hippo-

campus partial r = 0.22, p = 0.29; right hippocampus partial

r = 0.39, p = 0.05). No other brain region demonstrated a signifi-

cant relationship between changes in activation (increases or

decreases) across AB repetitions when controlling for perfor-

mance on directly learned associations, though a statistical

trend was observed in inferior frontal gyrus pars orbitalis (r =

0.38, p = 0.06). These findings indicate that the relationship

between right hippocampal and VMPFC encoding activation

and subsequent inference goes above and beyond learning

of directly experienced associations, suggesting that these

regions mediate binding of current experiences to reactivated

memories.

Hippocampal-Ventromedial Prefrontal Cortex
Interactions Increase across Learning of Overlapping
Experiences
In line with recent rodent research (Iordanova et al., 2007, 2011;

Tse et al., 2007, 2011), the present findings indicate that hippo-

campus and VMPFC are both engaged in support of retrieval-

mediated learning. To further test for learning-related changes

in hippocampal-VMPFC coupling, we performed a functional

connectivity analysis using bilateral hippocampus as the seed

region to determine whether the pattern of connectivity between

hippocampus and VMPFC changed across repeated presen-

tations of overlapping associations. Within each individual



Figure 4. Across-Participant Correlation between

Activation Decreases in Bilateral Anterior MTL

Cortex and the Reactivation Index

Greater learning-related decreases in anterior MTL cortex

were associated with greater reactivation of unseen,

related stimulus content. See also Figure S3.
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functional run, we constructed separate regressors correspond-

ing to the first, second, and third repetitions of individual associ-

ations for each participant. A repeated-measures ANOVA

revealed that hippocampal-VMPFC connectivity increased

across repetitions of overlapping associations irrespective of

the functional run (repetition linear trend F(1,21) = 9.78,

p = 0.005). Importantly, hippocampal-VMPFC connectivity did

not change over the course of the experiment (run linear trend

F < 1); rather, increases in hippocampal-VMPFC connectivity

were specific to repetitions of overlapping events within

each run (repetition x run interaction F(1,21) = 1.74, p = 0.20; Fig-

ure 6), suggesting increased functional connectivity between

hippocampus and VMPFC during the online formation of

integrated memory representations. Three additional regions—

frontal pole, precuneus, and superior parietal cortex—showed

increased connectivity with hippocampus across repetitions of

overlapping associations (Figure S4); however, unlike VMPFC,

encoding activation in these regions was not related to inference

performance (all r < 0.14, p > 0.5).

DISCUSSION

A challenge in memory research has been to understand howwe

build rich, cohesive memory representations that relate different

experiences. Here, we provide a direct link between retrieval-

mediated encoding processes and flexible memory expression

in the human brain. Using multivoxel pattern analysis, we

demonstrate that prior experience is reactivated during encod-

ing of related events, and that such online reactivation of memo-

ries is predictive of individuals’ ability to infer novel relationships

between two discrete, overlapping episodes. We further show

that reactivation within content-sensitive higher-order visual

areas is related to anterior MTL cortex activation, suggesting

that responses in this region may influence the extent and spec-

ificity of retrieved memories.

Extensive controversy exists as to whether encoding activa-

tion relating to subsequent inference reflects memory integra-

tion during encoding or strengthening of individual directly

learned associations, leading to improved ‘‘on-the-fly’’ infer-

ence at retrieval (for a review, see Zeithamova et al., 2012).
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Here, decreasing hippocampal and increasing

VMPFC engagement across repetitions of

overlapping events were associated with supe-

rior inference even when controlling for memory

of premise associations, providing a strong

evidence for online integration of related

memories as they are encoded. Furthermore,

we observed increased connectivity between

hippocampus and VMPFC across interleaved
presentations of overlapping events. These findings illustrate

how a functionally coupled hippocampal-VMPFC circuit sup-

ports binding of reactivated memories with current experience,

forming integrated memories that relate overlapping experi-

ences. These relational memory networks enable the predictive

application of memory by grouping related elements from

multiple experiences in support of future inferential judgments.

Reactivation during Encoding as a Means of Relational
Memory Network Formation
The present study organically builds upon and significantly

extends prior studies examining the neural mechanisms sup-

porting retrieval-mediated learning. Prior rodent research has

shown that the existence of a well-learned spatial schema

speeds acquisition of new object-place associations (Tse

et al., 2007, 2011). Another recent report demonstrated that

blocking hippocampal plasticity during contextual fear condi-

tioning prevents the transfer of a newly acquired fear response

to a previously experienced, overlapping spatial context (Iorda-

nova et al., 2011). The presumption in each of these studies is

that existing memories are reactivated during new learning and

updated with new information, resulting in facilitated encoding

and generalization. However, without an empirical measure of

memory reactivation, such a presumption is only speculative.

The methods employed in the current study enabled us to

directly observe memory reactivation during encoding of related

events, providing a key index of a process critical to retrieval-

mediated learning.

Furthermore, in contrast to prior studies, our findings empha-

size the beneficial function of retrieval-mediated learning. Reac-

tivation of existing memories both prior to (Diekelmann et al.,

2011; Hupbach et al., 2007; Schwabe andWolf, 2009) and during

(Kuhl et al., 2011) new encoding has typically been linked to

increased susceptibility to interference. For example, reactiva-

tion of memories prior to encoding of overlapping events has

been associated with increased forgetting of reactivated memo-

ries (Diekelmann et al., 2011). However, one recent report

demonstrated that reactivation of reward contexts associated

with prior experiences during encoding of related events tracked

the retention of originally learned information (Kuhl et al., 2010),
, 168–179, July 12, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 173



Figure 5. Across-Participant Correlation between

Learning-Related Changes in Hippocampus and

VMPFC and Subsequent Inference Performance

(A) Greater learning-related hippocampal decreases (first-

last parameter estimate) across encoding repetitions were

associated with greater AC performance at test.

(B) Greater activation increases in VMPFC (last-first

parameter estimate) across encoding repetitions were

associated with greater AC performance at test.
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providing speculative evidence that memory reactivation plays

a role in reducing forgetting. The present data fundamentally

extend this work by demonstrating an alternate adaptive func-

tion of reactivation that supports memory integration and

successful inference.

Moreover, the current study provides evidence for the role

of anterior MTL cortex in the reactivation of prior event details

during related experiences. Existing rodent (Ji and Wilson,

2007; Karlsson and Frank, 2009) and human (Kuhl et al., 2010)

research has primarily linked memory reactivation with hippo-

campal responses. In the present study, activation changes in

anterior MTL cortex, but not hippocampus, correlated with the

degree of overlapping memory reactivation across participants.

We propose that hippocampus drives memory reactivation

within ventral temporal regions through interactions with ante-

rior MTL cortex. Anatomical evidence reveals that information

from content-sensitive ventral temporal regions reaches the

hippocampus primarily through inputs from entorhinal cortex,

which, in turn, receives visual information from perirhinal and

parahippocampal cortices (Suzuki and Amaral, 1994; Witter

and Amaral, 1991). The output of hippocampal processing

reaches ventral temporal regions through reciprocal pathways.

This anatomical connectivity suggests that reactivation of prior
174 Neuron 75, 168–179, July 12, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
experience within hippocampus would first

impact anterior MTL cortex responses, which,

in turn, would influence processing in ventral

temporal cortex. Thus, reactivation within

ventral temporal cortex may be more closely

coupled with anterior MTL cortex responses

than with hippocampal activation. In the

present study, changes in encoding activation

within hippocampus were correlated with acti-

vation changes in anterior MTL cortex across

participants (r = 0.46, p = 0.02), consistent

with the idea of an indirect hippocampal influ-

ence on reactivation through anterior MTL

cortex. As a second step in retrieval-mediated

learning, the hippocampus would then bind

reactivated memory content with the current

event. Therefore, while anterior MTL cortex

would track the degree of reactivation, it

would be hippocampal responses that deter-

mine subsequent inference success. Future

high-resolution fMRI studies of MTL function

that utilize multivariate measures (Diana et al.,

2008; Liang et al., 2012) may provide a means

by which to test this model of retrieval-medi-
ated learning by isolating hippocampal responses that are

differentially related to reactivation and binding.

Hippocampal Contributions to Relational Memory
Network Formation and Inference
Decreasing hippocampal engagement across repeated encod-

ing of individual associations has been attributed to the rapid

binding of associative information contained within single

events (Johnson et al., 2008; Köhler et al., 2005). Here, de-

creased hippocampal engagement across repetitions of over-

lapping events was related to individuals’ ability to infer relation-

ships between separate events, even when accounting for

memory of the individual associations. These findings demon-

strate that the specific role of hippocampus in memory integra-

tion extends beyond its contribution to within-event associative

binding.

Hippocampal, but not prefrontal, encoding activation during

an event overlapping with a prior experience has been associ-

ated with subsequent inference success in a single trial associa-

tive inference paradigm (Zeithamova and Preston, 2010), sug-

gesting a unique role of the hippocampus in rapid integration

of events that are experienced only once. In the present study,

greater initial engagement of the hippocampus in successful



Figure 6. Functional Connectivity between

Hippocampus and VMPFC across Encoding

Repetitions Displayed Separately for

Each Run

A significant increase in hippocampal-VMPFC

connectivity was observed across encoding

repetitions, but connectivity between these

regions did not change as a factor of functional

run. Error bars denote the standard error of the

mean. Asterisk denotes significant increase in

connectivity within an individual run. See also

Figure S4.
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participants may similarly reflect rapid integration as overlapping

events are initially experienced. Decreasing activation across

repetitions then occurs as integrated memories become more

established, reflecting the decreased need for binding (Johnson

et al., 2008; Köhler et al., 2005). Alternatively, hippocampal

decreases across repetitions may reflect progressively more

efficient coding of integrated memories (Goshen et al., 2011;

Karlsson and Frank, 2008). Consistent with this latter possibility,

hippocampal replay in animals is associated with relatively

sparse neural firing that may reflect tuning of memory represen-

tations through enhanced efficiency (e.g., Karlsson and Frank,

2008); such sparse firing at the cellular level may translate

into repetition-related reductions in hippocampal activation

observed in the present fMRI study. Recent findings linking

hippocampal deactivation to increased memory search (Reas

et al., 2011) might further suggest that hippocampal activation

decreases in the present study reflect memory search for related

event content as events are repeated. This interpretation is

consistent with the observed increase in functional coupling

between hippocampus and default network regions that have

also been implicated in memory search and successful retrieval

(Huijbers et al., 2011).

Notably, initial studies on the role of the hippocampus in

inference focused on its contribution to performance at the

time of retrieval (for a review, see Zeithamova et al., 2012). The

current study contributes to a growing body of literature linking

inference to hippocampal encoding processes (Greene et al.,

2006; Shohamy and Wagner, 2008; Zeithamova and Preston,

2010) but goes beyond prior work to demonstrate a specific

mechanism: retrieval-mediated memory integration. Our find-

ings provide further insights into recent electrophysiological

findings in rodents demonstrating experience-dependent gener-

alized firing patterns that respond to similar locations in overlap-

ping environments (Singer et al., 2010). Such generalized firing

patterns suggest that hippocampal neurons develop represen-

tations that link different experiences by coding the similarities

between events, although the precise mechanism by which

such codes emerge is not known. The present findings suggest

that retrieval-mediated encoding processes may underlie the

formation of similar hippocampal representational codes for

related events to include information beyond what is directly

experienced (Gupta et al., 2010).
VMPFC Encoding Processes that Support Inference
The VMPFC receives direct input from the hippocampus and

has an extensive network of connections with a diverse set of

sensory, limbic, and subcortical structures (Cavada et al.,

2000). This pattern of anatomical connectivity suggests that

the VMPFC may be essential for the integration of information

from the distributed cortical and subcortical networks that

support episodic memories. However, few studies to date

have directly examined the contributions of VMPFC to memory

integration. Recent lesion studies have shown that MPFC

damage impairs performance on tasks that require the inferen-

tial use of memories (DeVito et al., 2010b; Iordanova et al.,

2007; Koscik and Tranel, 2012), but whether MPFC contributes

to performance through the retrieval-mediated learning process

set forth here could not be determined. Moreover, these

lesion studies do not address whether the contribution of

MPFC to inferential performance arises from interactions with

hippocampus, a region also critical for inference (Bunsey and

Eichenbaum, 1996; DeVito et al., 2010a; Dusek and Eichen-

baum, 1997).

In the present study, VMPFC demonstrated increased func-

tional coupling with hippocampus as related events were

interleaved during learning. Moreover, increasing VMPFC

engagement across repetitions was related to the ability to

successfully infer relationships between overlapping events,

even when accounting for memory of directly learned events.

Prior reports have implicated hippocampal-VMPFC interactions

in the use of memory schemas that resulted in speeded acquisi-

tion of new associative information (Tse et al., 2007, 2011) and

flexible transfer of knowledge to new experimental settings (Ku-

maran et al., 2009). Utilizing MVPA measures of memory reacti-

vation, the present findings extend this research by providing

evidence that hippocampal-VMPFC interactions also underlie

the initial formation of relational memory networks through a

retrieval-mediated encoding process that enables subsequent

inference.

In light of existing literature (Tse et al., 2007, 2011), we further

propose that hippocampus and VMPFC may play complemen-

tary roles during relational memory network formation. The

observation that VMPFC activation increases across repeti-

tions of overlapping associations (in contrast to hippocampal

activation decreases) were related to successful inference is
Neuron 75, 168–179, July 12, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 175
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consistent with the notion that hippocampus rapidly binds

event elements into integrated representations that are then

transferred to the VMPFC for permanent storage and future

use (Frankland and Bontempi, 2005; Takashima et al., 2006,

2009; Takehara-Nishiuchi and McNaughton, 2008). The propo-

sition that VMPFC is recruited after initial memory integration

by hippocampus is also supported by the fact that hippo-

campal, but not VMPFC, encoding activation predicted infer-

ence success in single-trial associative learning (Zeithamova

and Preston, 2010). Alternatively, VMPFC increases in the

present study may reflect organization or resolution of overlap-

ping memory representations (Hasselmo and Eichenbaum,

2005; Ross et al., 2011) that leads to their integration in the

current paradigm.

Hippocampal Connectivity with Default Network
Regions
Increased hippocampal-VMPFC functional coupling across

repetitions of overlapping events was accompanied by corre-

sponding increases in hippocampal functional connectivity

with precuneus, superior parietal cortex, and frontal pole. These

regions—along with the hippocampus and VMPFC—are consid-

ered part of the default network (Raichle et al., 2001) that is also

engaged during simulation of future events (Addis et al., 2009;

Andrews-Hanna et al., 2010) and successful episodic remem-

bering (Buckner et al., 2005; Greicius et al., 2004), in particular

during recollection of specific event details (Vincent et al.,

2006). Based on this evidence, it has been proposed that the

default network supports the formation of mental models of

significant events, particularly when judgments about those

events depend on inferred content (Buckner et al., 2008). The

default network would support the reactivation of prior events

that could then be recombined and recoded into prospectively

useful models of experience (Buckner, 2010). The present

findings provide support for this hypothesis, demonstrating

increased coupling between hippocampus and other compo-

nents of the default network during retrieval-mediated formation

of relational memory networks.

Conclusions
Several leading theories hypothesize that the fundamental

flexibility of episodic memory results from our ability to form

networks of related memories that link discrete events (Buckner,

2010; Cohen and Eichenbaum, 1993; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978;

Tolman, 1948). Despite the theoretical importance of this ques-

tion, much empirical memory research has focused solely on en-

coding processes that mediate memories for individual events.

Here, we demonstrate that memories for distinct experiences

are integrated through a retrieval-mediated encoding mecha-

nism, with prior related memories being reactivated and bound

to the current experience during encoding. Our data also high-

light the importance of hippocampal interactions with VMPFC

during the formation of such integrated memory networks, thus

broadening our understanding of how these structures work in

concert to support the flexibility of episodic memory. Together,

these findings afford a deeper understanding of how remem-

bering the past influences what we experience and learn in the

present. More broadly, the results emphasize the adaptive
176 Neuron 75, 168–179, July 12, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.
nature of memory, whereby memory representations are

constructed to anticipate, and successfully negotiate, future

judgments.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants

Thirty-four healthy volunteers (age 18–29, 17 females) participated after giving

consent in accordance with a protocol approved by the University of Texas at

Austin Institutional Review Board. All participants were right-handed, native

English speakers and received $25/hour for their involvement. Data from

four participants were excluded for excessive motion; one participant was

excluded because of excessive noise in the fMRI time series due to scanner

artifact; three participants were excluded for poor performance (failure to

reach 75% accuracy on directly learned associations). Data from the remain-

ing 26 participants were used in all reported analyses.

Materials and Procedures

The encoding and recognition task was a modified version of the associative

inference paradigm (Preston et al., 2004; Zeithamova and Preston, 2010).

Stimuli were color photographs of common objects (O) and outdoor scenes

(S) organized into groups of three stimuli (triads). Triads consisted of one of

four types (Figure 1A): three objects (OOO), two objects and a scene (OOS),

three scenes (SSS), or two scenes and an object (SSO). A total of 24 triads

of each type were used in the experiment. Stimuli from each triad were pre-

sented as two overlapping associations (AB, BC).

Participants intentionally encoded overlapping associations from each

triad during six block-design functional runs. Each functional run consisted

of 24 associative encoding blocks along with baseline blocks. Encoding

blocks were 12 s long, comprised of four associative encoding trials. On

each trial, a pair of stimuli was presented for 2.5 s followed by 0.5 s of

fixation. The initial four blocks within each functional run consisted of AB

associations, one block for each triad type (OOO, OOS, SSS, SSO; Figure 1B)

in a counterbalanced order within and across participants. The following

four blocks consisted of the corresponding BC associations. The alternating

presentation of AB and BC associations was then repeated two additional

times within a run to allow for three interleaved presentations of the overlap-

ping associations (AB, BC, AB, BC, AB, BC). The left-right position of A and

B stimuli was randomized across repetitions. The organization of stimuli into

triads and the trial order were randomized across participants by creating six

randomization groups. Odd/even digit baseline (Stark and Squire, 2001)

blocks occurred at the beginning and end of each run and between each

encoding block. Baseline blocks lasted 12 s and consisted of four trials.

On each trial, a single digit between 1 and 8 was presented for 2.5 s

followed by 0.5 s of fixation; participants indicated whether the digit was

odd or even.

Each encoding run was followed by a non-scanned recognition test. Partic-

ipants were tested on the directly learned (16 AB, 16 BC) and inference (16 AC)

associations for each triad type (Figure 1C). On each self-paced test trial, a cue

was presented on the top of the screen (e.g., an A stimulus) and two choice

probes were presented at the bottom of the screen (e.g., two B stimuli from

different triads). Participants indicated which of the two choice stimuli was

associated with the cue. Participants were instructed that on inference trials,

the association between the cue (A) and the correct choice (C) was indirect,

mediated through a third stimulus (B) that shared an association with both

the cue and the correct choice during encoding. To control for familiarity,

the incorrect choice was a familiar item, but one that was not [directly or indi-

rectly] associated with the cue.

The order of test trials was pseudorandom, with the constraint that individual

inference trials were tested before the corresponding AB and BC associations

to ensure that an AC association was not formed during the test. Because of

the repeated study-test nature of the design, participants were instructed prior

to scanning that they would be tested on the directly learned associations as

well as the indirect relationships. Participants practiced the encoding and

test phases prior to scanning using stimuli different from those used during

fMRI data collection.
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In a separate scanning session (separated by 1–7 days), an object/scene en-

coding localizer and guided recall task was collected for multivoxel pattern

classifier training and validation (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

fMRI Data Acquisition

Whole-brain imaging data were acquired on a 3.0T GE Signa MRI system (GE

Medical Systems). During each session, structural images were acquired

using a T2-weighted flow-compensated spin-echo pulse sequence (TR =

3 s; TE = 68 ms; 256 3 256 matrix, 1 3 1 mm in-plane resolution) with thirty-

one 3-mm-thick oblique axial slices (0.6 mm gap), approximately 20� off the

AC-PC line. Functional images were acquired using a GRAPPA parallel

echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence using the same slice prescription as the

structural images (TR = 2 s; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 90�; 64 3 64 matrix;

3.75 3 3.75 mm in-plane resolution, interleaved slice acquisition). For each

functional scan, the first six EPI volumes were discarded to allow for T1 stabi-

lization. An additional high-resolution T1-weighted SPGR scan (sagittal plane,

1.3 mm slice thickness, 1 mm2 in-plane resolution) was acquired during the

first scanning session. Head movement was minimized using foam padding.

Preprocessing of fMRI Data

Data were preprocessed and analyzed using SPM5 (Wellcome Department of

Cognitive Neurology) and custom MATLAB routines. Functional images were

corrected to account for differences in slice acquisition times by interpolating

the voxel time series using sinc interpolation and resampling the time series

using the first slice as a reference point. For each session, functional images

were realigned to the first volume in the time series to correct for motion and

coregistered to the T2-weighted structural image from the corresponding

scan session. To coregister images across the two scanning sessions, the

T2-weighted structural images from each session were coregistered to the

T1 SPGR image, and the coregistration parameters were applied to the corre-

sponding functional images from the same session. Functional images were

then resliced to the space of the mean functional image from the second

session, high-pass filtered (128 s), and converted to percent signal. All anal-

yses were performed in the native space of each participant; no spatial

smoothing was applied.

Multivoxel Pattern Analysis of fMRI Data

Pattern classification analyses were implemented using the Princeton MVPA

toolbox (http://code.google.com/p/princeton-mvpa-toolbox/) and custom

MATLAB code. An anatomically defined mask composed of the visually selec-

tive areas of the ventral temporal lobe was used for MVPA classification. A

cortical parcellation of the high-resolution T1 SPGR image was obtained for

each participant using FreeSurfer (Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging,

MGH, Charlestown, MA) and the resulting left and right inferotemporal cortex,

fusiform gyrus, and parahippocampal gyrus were combined to serve as the

mask for MVPA classification. The classifier was first trained to differentiate

object and scene processing on data from the encoding localizer task; we

then validated the classifier’s ability to measure reactivation of unseen, re-

called content by applying it to data from the guided recall task (see Figure S1

and Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

The main goal of the MVPA approach was to assess whether events that

overlap with existing memories lead to the reactivation of unseen, related

content. To do so, MVPA classifiers trained on the encoding localizer were

applied to the encoding data from associative inference paradigm to provide

a measure of content-specific reactivation during overlapping events. For

each participant, a regressor matrix labeled the time series by encoding condi-

tion (e.g., first repetition of AB associations for OOO triads, first repetition of AB

associations for OOS triads, etc.; 36 time points per condition). To account for

the hemodynamic lag, condition labels were shifted back by three scans (6 s)

with respect to the functional time series. The mean classifier output for each

content class (object, scene) was then extracted for each experimental condi-

tion. As the critical measure of reactivation, we assessed the change in classi-

fier output across repetitions of AB associations (last-first AB presentation)

where the presented class of content was the same (e.g., two objects for

OOO and OOS triads), but the content class of the third, unseen triad member

differed (i.e., object versus scene; Figure 2). This analysis yielded two

measures of reactivation across AB repetitions: an estimate of scene reactiva-
tion (DOOS–DOOO) and an estimate of object reactivation (DSSO–DSSS). The

two reactivation estimates were then pooled into an overall reactivation index

score to assess the behavioral significance of the content-specific reactiva-

tion. Cross-participant correlation, using the Spearman correlation coefficient,

assessed the relationship between the reactivation index and inference perfor-

mance (AC).

Medial Temporal Lobe and VMPFC Region-of-Interest Analysis

An additional ROI analysis assessed MTL and VMPFC contributions to reacti-

vation and encoding processes in the associative inference paradigm. For

each participant and ROI, learning-related activation changes across repeti-

tion were extracted and correlated with (1) the reactivation index and (2) AC

inference performance across subjects. To assess the specificity of the

findings, we performed similar analyses on 11 additional anatomical regions.

See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full details of the ROI

analyses.

Functional Connectivity Analyses

To assess changes of functional connectivity between hippocampus and

VMPFC during encoding of overlapping associations, we performed functional

connectivity analyses using hippocampus as a seed. The time course of hippo-

campal activation within each run was split into thirds, and functional connec-

tivity was extracted for each third of a run (corresponding to the first, second,

and third repetition of individual associations). Repeated-measures ANOVA

was used to assess the effect of repetition on functional connectivity (see

Supplemental Experimental Procedures for full details).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes four figures and Supplemental Experi-

mental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.

org/10.1016/j.neuron.2012.05.010.
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